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Local government leaders flex political muscle as they lean on technology and
tap green financing and other innovative approaches to bolster resilience
against climate change and other disruptions.

The funding supported developing member countries' COVID-19 pandemic
response and recovery interventions, says ADB's Partnership Report 2021.

Set up by AVPN, with support from Google,org and ADB, the seed fund will
finance innovative tech-driven solutions championed by nonprofit organizations
in Asia Pacific.

While a remarkable step for Indonesia’s climate goal, the carbon tax needs to be
accompanied by sufficient renewable energy alternatives and low-emission
technology for it to create incentives to reduce emissions.

This op-ed is published in collaboration with Climateworks Centre.

Encouraging staff to eat more sustainably, switching to LED lights, and using
more environment-friendly printers are just among the simple ways companies
can become greener.

This article is published in collaboration with MeshMinds.

While many Southeast Asian nations have aggressively shifted into the digital
economy, when it comes to education, the advances are not reaching all places
and groups at the same rate.

This article is published in collaboration with the  Economic Research Institute
for ASEAN and East Asia.

Shifting careers at any age is not for the faint of heart, but Gazali Ahmad from
Singapore took the challenge at 53, armed with the skills he learned from an
intensive training course on web development.

This story is published in collaboration with Generation.

Time for the tourism industry to stop harping on the need to ensure equal
distribution of benefits and try to better understand what equal distribution
actually means. 

This article is published in collaboration with the Pacific Asia Travel Association.

Publications

This report from ADB highlights why
Southeast Asian countries need to
design pandemic recovery policies
that balance socioeconomic gains
with environmental
sustainability. Download.

This report highlights the work of
ADB and its partners in cofinancing
development work in 2021,
balancing the need to address short-
term COVID-19 response with
ensuring longer-term pandemic
recovery. Visit the microsite.

This report analyzes the positive and
negative impacts of shifting to
electric vehicles from internal
combustion engines
vehicles. Download.

This report reviews the different
strategies Southeast Asian countries
employed in mobile-assisted
language learning and
teaching. Download.

Events

Implementing a Green Recovery in Southeast Asia
6 July 2022 | 9:00 a.m.–10:30 a.m., Manila Time

A green recovery approach is crucial for Southeast Asia in addressing the
worsening impacts of climate change and biodiversity loss and strengthening
the region’s long-term competitiveness.

This webinar will examine how green growth opportunities can be harnessed as
governments increasingly recognize the need for policy measures that focus on
environmental sustainability, climate change, and disaster preparedness. 
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